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WRITTEN SUBMISSION 
 

 
Part 1: background - why additions to the bill are necessary 
 
1. The term ‘ethical’ procurement as used here is defined as purchasing fairly 
traded/ethically sourced products and promoting human/labour rights in 
developing countries, as opposed to distinctly different, important 
environmental/sustainability considerations and issues concerning 
contractors’ staff such as blacklisting trade union members.  
 
2. If Scotland is to realise its stated aim of being a proactive Fair Trade 
Nation, as well as a leader in ‘ethical’ procurement more generally, some 
simple steps need to be taken to make implementation much more effective in 
terms of outcomes and cost - steps that should be recognised, as necessary 
principles, in the Procurement Reform (Scotland) Bill. Worryingly, they have 
been left out of the text as drafted, and all 13 submissions made so far by 
stakeholders.  
 
3. Currently Scotland is significantly behind Wales and a long way behind best 
practice EU countries, particularly Sweden, because it has lacked the political 
priority to get policy details right. Scotland’s Responsible Procurement 
Strategy of 2008 has already established a commitment to ethical 
procurement – in general terms – but general commitments alone do not 
enable officers to make a real difference on the ground. On the whole the 
same applies to the generic UK Sustainable Procurement Task Force’s 
generic Flexible Framework, which some Scottish bodies use. Some 
examples illustrate the drastic consequences of this oversight:  
 
4. Catering: in Wales hundreds of school canteens get Fairtrade certified 
bananas as standard lines at no extra cost, as well as fruit juices, bulk sugar, 
and other fair trade product as ‘options’ - because informed officers asked for 
them BY NAME in tenders. As far as is known, this simple step has not been 
taken in Scotland. Most ‘Fairtrade Towns’ throughout the UK have done little 
more than implement the minimum criteria needed to achieve ‘Fairtrade’ 
status, (use two certified products in council meetings and one catering 
facility), despite commitments to develop policy long term. The resultant lost 
sales volumes are not small.  
 
5. Clothing: despite the appalling, illegal, and unsafe working conditions in 
garment manufacturing countries like Bangladesh, most Scottish (and 
English) public bodies do not even ask where their staff clothing is made, let 
alone require factory audit reports as contract conditions where relevant. An 
honourable exception is Scotland Excel’s recent inclusion of meaningful 
standards and contract conditions in a recent framework agreement for 
protective work wear. Purchases not made through this contract are unlikely 
to include anything more purposeful than vague, tokenistic statements such 
as asking suppliers if they have an ethical code of conduct. If a policy does 
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not require independent evidence of whether working conditions in factories 
meet specific standards - (Are legal minimum wages laws/maximum hours 
laws respected? Are union rights suppressed?) - this is a box ticking exercise 
likely to make everyone involved cynical about wasted time.  
 
6. ICT equipment: despite the proven endemic abuses of labour rights in ICT 
equipment supply chains, (as detailed by makeITfair reports), the Scottish 
Procurement Service’s ICT contracts do not require contractors to take 
reasonable steps within their control to ensure compliance with International 
Labour Organisation core conventions.  
 
7. By contrast, in Sweden 44 local authorities, led by Malmo, have adopted 
the same ethical code of conduct, and reserve the right, as a contract 
condition, to commission factory audits themselves, with minimal costs 
shared. LOCOG did something similar for suppliers of merchandise for the 
2012 Olympic games.  
 
8. All of these strategies have been proven legally sound under current EU 
Procurement Directives and OGC Guidelines. The fact that they have largely 
not been implemented in Scotland is not the fault of officers; it is unfair and 
unrealistic to expect them to be aware of all ethical issues, legally proven 
strategies, and best practice. They need to be informed, by politicians and 
relevant NGOs.  
 
Part 2: suggested additions to the bill 
 
9. For the reasons outlined, the Bill should include the following specific 
commitments, as crucial means of enabling public authorities to introduce 
best practice implementation strategies at minimal cost. As it stands there are 
requirements for all organisations to report back annually, (some of which 
may be unnecessary duplication if authorities collaborate and share work 
more), without being given the information they need. Coordinated 
collaboration with officers in Value Wales could halve limited costs. 
 
10. #1: Providing guides and resources for officers by contract type 
A central body, (Scotland Excel, the Scottish Procurement Service, or a lead 
local authority or university etc), should provide officers with guides specific to 
their product/service category. (School canteens; clothing etc). Guides should 
include: ethical issues by stages of the supply chain; impartial evaluation of 
accreditation schemes’ standards; and tender wordings.  
 
In this way work could be done thoroughly once. Expecting all local authorities 
to duplicate partially informed work creating their own tender wordings is 
ineffective and unnecessarily costly.  
 
11. # 2: Consultation with relevant NGOs 
It is not possible to draw up proportionate, effective strategies without 
knowledge of the ethical issues and certification/accreditation schemes 
relevant to particular product sectors. Therefore, politicians should require 
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officers to formally consult NGOs with sector-specific expertise – as a step 
that will help them rather than impose extra time burdens - specifically:  
 
12. ICLEI Local Governments for Sustainability: published best practice 
reports of strategies used by EU public bodies, with legal analysis. They have 
funding to provide ‘overview’ advice to public bodies for free until March 2014 
– an opportunity that should be seen as too good to miss.  
 
13. Fair trade and catering: the Scottish Fairtrade Forum; the World Fair 
Trade Organisation (WFTO); separate, complimentary organisations with 
similar but different standards. (Note, as the Rainforest Alliance have recently 
publicly admitted, currently they are effectively NOT an ‘ethical’ labelling 
scheme. Their limited social criteria can be and have been broken without 
products losing certification, though this may change after a code review. 
(See: http://cms.iuf.org/?q=node/2779)) 
 
However, the scheme does have meaningful environmental standards 
independently verified. Most officers are not aware of such crucial distinctions. 
In general all ‘sustainability’ certifications are treated as equally good causes, 
without investigating what standards they verify, which actually contradicts EU 
legal principles.  
 
14. Clothing/apparel: Labour Behind the Label; the Fairwear Foundation; the 
Clean Clothes Campaign.  
 
15. ICT equipment: People & Planet are the UK partner in the pan-Europe 
makeITfair project, which reports on labour/human rights abuses in the supply 
chains of brand owners. (Hard drives, mobile phones, printers etc). This EU 
funded project is also establishing a sector-specific auditing scheme 
especially for European public authorities, to enable them to take control of 
standards in a sector where auditing is less established than in clothing.  
 
16. UK trade union international officers: the Scottish TUC; the TUC (has 
more international staff); the ILO; several UK unions have international 
officers well aware of ethical issues in manufacturing sectors of developing 
countries: Unison, the GMB; Unite the Union.  
 
17. The Sustainable Scotland Network is an undervalued asset well placed to 
coordinate consultations between CSOs and product category managers in 
national procurement organisations or ‘lead’ local authorities/universities/NHS 
organisations.  
 
18. Tax avoidance: Ethical Consumer are involved in establishing a 
certification mark to independently verify that companies pay defined levels of 
Corporate taxes in developing countries. They have also commissioned legal 
opinion on incorporating tax avoidance into public tender processes. For 
information on the issue generally consult the Tax Justice Network, Action 
Aid, War on Want, Christian Aid, or Oxfam.  
 
 

http://cms.iuf.org/?q=node/2779
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Part 3: context and comments on other submissions 
 
As a general comment, it is worrying that section 9 of the draft Bill, the 
Sustainable Procurement Duty, does not mention fair trade or working 
conditions in developing countries, or trade union rights. Some comments on 
suggested amendments by organisations so far might be helpful: 
 
19. CSO submission – ethical part (STUC; Scottish Fairtrade Forum etc) 
‘8) Ethical and fair trade  
Ethical and responsible trading policies have the potential to transform lives 
around the world. The opportunity to sell products for a fair price and to work 
in safe and decent conditions could help millions work their way out of 
poverty. The Procurement Bill should help Scotland cement its status as a 
Fair Trade Nation and to lead the way in ethical procurement. To this end, the 
Procurement Bill should empower procurers to prioritise fairly-traded 
products wherever these are available, especially when no locally-
sourced alternatives exist. In addition, public contracts must request that 
suppliers and their suppliers/sub-contractors all adhere to high labour 
standards, such as those set out in the Ethical Trading Initiative Base Code.’ 
 
20. As the ETI Base Code sets recognised standards based on International 
Labour Organisation (ILO) core conventions, independent of all certification 
schemes, it is a useful benchmark that can help officers perform their legal 
duty to judge meaningful standards impartially for manufactured and primary 
products. However, ETI membership of itself does not verify anything beyond 
members agreement to ‘work towards’ the standards. ‘Living wage’ rates for 
example are difficult to define. Actual working conditions need to be evaluated 
for individual companies.  
 
21. The aim to ‘empower procurers to prioritise fairly-traded products 
wherever these are available,’  is laudable but cannot be achieved without 
detailed, proportionate, non-discriminatory strategies. ‘Prioritise’ is unclear. 
Officers could dismiss such wording as legally uninformed. ‘Fairly traded’ 
products can be asked for, by name, (defined by standards independent of 
particular certification schemes), as items that public bodies would like to be 
provided with if possible - if a tenderer wins the contract, which is awarded by 
evaluations of other ‘MEAT’ criteria. After contract award the appointed 
contractor is then obliged, as a contract condition, to deliver on commitments 
made and review strategies in performance review meetings.  
 
22. Officers often are not aware of the full range of ‘fairly-traded’ products that 
are available for particular kinds of contract. For canteen contracts, as one 
example, relevant products go beyond the well known tea, coffee, and sugar 
to include: hot chocolate; fruit juices; cola; and food products such as olive oil 
and rice. Most contract caterers do not know this either. They need to be 
informed by officers who have been informed by the simple strategy of giving 
them a briefing with a model tender wording.  
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23. The CSO submission also mentions discouraging tax avoidance, a difficult 
area because avoidance is not illegal, but limited meaningful strategies are 
possible. Again the lack of implementation detail could prove counter-
productive by encouraging the aim to be dismissed without consultation. It is 
certainly legal to include a statement asking for voluntary examples of good 
practice to publicise or reward in some way - to send a signal. Even 
publishing a lack of responses would raise public awareness. Ethical 
Consumer suggestions may go further.  
 
24. University of  Edinburgh 
‘4. We welcome the Sustainability and Social Responsibility opportunities in 
the Bill, but suggest there needs to be scrutiny to avoid conflict with (current) 
EU Directives and the Treaty Obligations on contract materiality and on non-
discrimination; to avoid this the Bill could link the new s9 and s19 duty to an 
authority’s purpose and strategic objectives.’ 
 
25. ICLEI can provide numerous examples of legally proven strategies. 
Ethical contract performance conditions have never been a legal problem, 
provided that they are well informed. A key point to note is that the revised EU 
Procurement Directive - now due to be formally adopted in a final form in Jan 
2014 - seems likely to make limited ethical award criteria legally possible for 
the first time – a very significant development. Public authorities should take 
legal and NGO advice about formulating sound criteria as a priority next step.  
 
26. University of  Edinburgh continued 
‘6. Missed opportunities, as noted in our Consultation Response, the Bill could 
embed key reforms in procurement best practice in Scotland, for example, it 
could: 
(vi) clarify reforms to benefit Scotland as a Fair Trade Nation; require as 
minimum International Labour Organisation standards, reducing modern day 
slavery, worker exploitation and child labour, locally and globally; with 
implementing guidance, training and supplier awareness, for example on s25 
technical specification to ‘define ..characteristics … relating to any 
process….stage in..life cycle’. 
 
27. ILO core conventions are meaningful and internationally recognised as 
human rights, including by EU procurement directives. They are also key 
parts of the ETI Base code, which adds ‘living wages’ as a key extra criteria. 
‘Implementing guidance, training and supplier awareness’ is essential, but 
ethical ‘technical specifications’ are more legally difficult than contract 
performance conditions. Again ICLEI’s reports cover all these issues.  
 
28. I wrote this submission because no other organisation covered essential 
points. Scotland could feasibly achieve best practice in Europe in 2014, which 
could then encourage the rest of the UK to follow. But this will only happen if a 
politician takes responsibility for developing, monitoring, and implementing 
best practice policies. So far, amazingly, this has not happened anywhere in 
the UK, locally or nationally - even since Bangladesh’s Rana Plaza tragedy 
made everyone aware of how bad and illegal working conditions can get. 
Even rare examples of the best ‘Fairtrade’ towns in terms of procurement, 
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(Bristol, Cardiff, Camden, and Islington), have only covered catering 
thoroughly, not rights and legal working conditions in manufactured product 
categories.  
 
29. As mentioned, it is unreasonable to expect busy officers to implement 
model strategies unless informed politicians formally ask them to, backed up 
with some limited funding, at least short term.  
 
30. It is not an exaggeration to say that one committed Scottish politician 
could transform the whole of the UK’s public sector’s commitment to fair trade 
and human rights in developing countries, just by devoting a little time to 
make things happen, rather than ‘devolve’ responsibility to over stretched 
officers who do not have an overview of available strategies or all relevant 
product categories.  
 
31. ‘Ethical’ procurement is not just about buying a few more cups of Fairtrade 
coffee. Scotland’s public sector spends £millions on clothing every year, and 
tens of £millions on IT equipment. At the moment that huge consumer power 
is not being used to anything like the extent that it could be to achieve 
Millennium Development Goals.  
 
32. The best example to follow is Sweden, and the best organisations to 
consult have been listed above, starting with ICLEI, while they are still able to 
discuss their reports and offer free advice. Officers do not need to work alone 
or create resources from scratch. CSOs would gladly submit well researched 
proposals. Legal opinion can be obtained from Client Earth or other legal 
organisations with experience of evaluating sustainability elements of EU and 
UK procurement legislation; current and proposed.  
 
33. Further information 
After researching best practice in ethical procurement for over two years, both 
in the UK and around the EU, I have written draft proposals for 
comprehensive, effective ethical procurement strategies for Scotland and 
Wales: naming relevant contracts and detailing current strategies with better 
alternatives – because in both devolved nations officers have made real 
efforts, despite the lack of detailed instructions from politicians.  
 
I have also written a policy guide with draft tender wordings for all relevant 
contract types – to save officers time. If anyone would like copies or further 
information they are welcome to contact me: 020 7515 7835.  
 
Glenn Power 
26 November 2013 
 


